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ABSTRACT

We derive the complete particle spectrum of the d=ll
7

supergravity compactified on AdS x S , by analytically
4

continuing AdS to S , and using the Salam-Strathdee method
4 7

of harmonic expansion on S x S . The spectrum is arranged

into supermultiplets labelled by an integer -t = 0,1,2,...,

The massless supermultiplet corresponds to Si - 0. For the Jl'th

supermultiplet we find a relation, involving the eigenvalues of

the second order Casimir operators of S0(3,2) and S0(8), given

by 2C2[S0(3,2)] + C2[S0(6)J = |«+ Z)U+ 4).
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June 1984

• To lie submitted for publication.

]. INTRODUCTION

Over the last two years, a great, deal of information has been

produced on the spectrum of d=ll supergravity [l1 coiiipyctified on round

seven sphere x anti-de Sitter (AdS) space [2,3a].The massless modes were

obtained in [3] , the full bosonic spectrum was given in QJ and the full

fermionic spectrum in '[5l- T n e complete spectrum was obtained in [6,7,8].

Mass formulae for Freuna-RuMn type solutions on arbitrary coset manifolds

were given in Ref. [9].

In- a previous paper [f] , we gave the results of our computations,

leaving the details for a future publication. Although there is a short

cut [8,10] to obtain the final result, essentially due to the fact that the

background solution preserves N=8 supersymmetry, we feel that it is still

useful to give the details of our calculations, since our method differs considerably

from the others, and it may prove to be convenient in solving other

spectrum problems which may be more complicated. In our method we emphasize

a) the Euelid^anization of the AdS spacetime which facilitates the treatment

of AdS space and S on an equal footing as far as the harmonic analysis is

concerned; b) the use of Gel'fand-Zetlin method [ll,12] in harmonic

analysis ; c) the treatment of fermions and bosons on an equal footing in the

harmonic analysis, especially avoidance of squaring operators acting on the

fermions; d) the use of gauge invariant couplings of external sources [13]

to distinguish between the physical and unphysical modes in the theory.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we give the

Lagrangian, the transformation rules Q.] and the full field equations p.4Q.

In Sect. 3.1 we give the linearized field equations, and in Sect. 3.2 the

gauge invariances, source and gauge conditions. In Sect. 3.3, the AdS x S

background is introduced Into the linearized field equations, source

constraints and the gauge conditions. In Sect. 3.4 the analytical
4

continuation of AdS to S , and harmonic expansions are discussed, and the

harmonic analysis of the field, source and gauf;e equations is carried out.

In Sec. 3.5 the physical spectrum is- derived sector by sector. The unphysieal

modes arc exhibited in Sec. 3.6. Sections h.1 - k.k are devoted to the

derivation of the fermionic spectrum in a way parallel to the treatment of the

bosonic sector. In particular, the analytical continuation of the fermion is
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discussed in Sec. 4.3. In Kec. 5 «e cotununt on our rcsui:;;. In p;n t. i cu lar,

we discuss the : • n; > 1 e ton representation of 0Sp(8,4) [lb1 and .1 p.evj relation

that we have 1 '.-• among the Casimirs of 50(3,2) and SO(lf), given by

(1)

where 1= 0,1,2,..., °° is the integer which labels the supermultiplets.

The paper is furnished with three appendices. In App. A we derive results

for the harmonic expansions on S . In App. B analogous results are derived

for S . In App. C, the tensor product decompositions of S0(8) representation

are given.

2. THE LAGRANGIAN AND THE TRANSFORMATION LAWS

The Lagrangian of the d=ll supergravity theory p.] is given by

(2)

_Vt £«.-•*«

and the transformation rules are

r" S A M W P - - - |
(3)

*) Our conventions are: yMrr
(-

- 3 -

r 1 -' r is product of r T- matrices, antisymmetrized with unit strength.

•...f".£<r"r"-f ). The field strength F
mpQ

 i s given by

rursptf - V Aw ( 4 )

The Lorentz connection coefficients are

( 5 )

where <-u (V) is the torsion free part

Vm (-olc/|6 -v (6)

with the Ricci rotation coefficients given by

(7)

and the contorsion tensor K is
HAH

Finally we must define the supercovariantized objects

r t 3 < (9)

(10)

The full field equations of this theory were givenin ref. [14].
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They are

(11.a)

•'I - ^

?Fst..sFis..S9 di.b)

(11.c)

3. BOSONIC SECTOR

3.1 The Linearized Equations:Taking the background fermionic fields to

ning the t

background E , A as (ic=l)

always vanish, and defining the bosonic fluctuations h , a about the
MN MNP

M W F = flmwp ^ U.MN F T v\. w H p

(12.a)

(12.b)

and furthermore, coupling external sources T and J to the fluctuations
MN MNP

as follows

(13)

from (12.a) and (12.b} we obtain the linearized field equations:

v.a... ,Ly,

- 5 -

3 yL

fu, --

(15)

where the dots refer to contraction of the indices in an ordered way, for

— —PORS —
example, F" " V. (Ji... = F V D O A T J C 1 Further definitions are

(16)

(17)

The operator A acting on h is the Lichnerovicz operator [16] given by
MM

while A , acting on d is the de Rhara operator which reads
PQR

-X 1-T ,

-V (19)

where D - E V V • In general the de Rham operator acting on a p-form

is [16]

(20)

L

where R is the Riemann tensor of a torsion free connection. For later
H M
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use we note that the action can be written as

""
(21)

The fluctuation fields h and <T are to be determined from (15) and

(16) in terms of the source fields and substituted into (21) to give I

in terms of the source fields only.

3-2 Gauge Invariances, Source and Gauge Conditions:

The quadratic action is invariant under the background gauge transformations

given by {l7 ,TQ

(22.a)

I (22.b)

provided that the sources T and J obey the conservation laws

<23.a)

(23.b)

In Eq. (22),"? is the parameter of general coordinate transformations, and

^MN = ~ ̂ NM i S t h e P a r a m e t e r which generates the antisymmetric gauge

transformations. To fix these gauge invariances, in this paper we shall

work with the harmonic gauges

„„ = 0

^

(24.a)

{24.b)

(24.a) is slightly different from the gauge we chose in Rcf. [T]. We have

checked that one obtains the same phyHical spectrum in both gauges, as one

should. Of course, there are several other gauge choices. In particular,

in ref.[is] , the advantages of the light cone gauge has been exhibited in

the context of a self-consistent computation of vacuum energy in d^ll super-

gravity.

3.3 The Background and the 4+7 Split: Freund-Rubin-Duff-Pope background

[2,3] is Ads x S with ^vr t- (yU=O,l 3) taking the value of an

invariant tensor, i.e. the Levita Civlta symbol. Explicitly,

(25,a)

(25.b)

(25.c)

where, m is the inverse radius of S t o( - 4,...,10r R^^ tr- a n d

7
are the Riemann tensors of AdS and S , respectively. One can easily verify

that (25) is indeed a solution of the bosonic field equations given in

(11.a) and (11.b).

Before proceeding to substitute the background into the linearized

field equations, let us introduce the following notation '•

(26)



n y

It is convenient to introduce different symbols for each fields,

because, as a result of S0(5) x S0(8) harmonic expansions, all the fields

will be stripped of all their indices. Introducing the notation analogous

to (26) for the sources, the source conditions, (£3), now read

(27.a)

00 = o

Similarly, the gauge conditions, (24), can be written as

= 0

= 0

(27.b>

(27.C)

(27.d)

(27.e)

= 0

(28.a)

(28.b)

(28.c)

(28.d)

(28.e)

- 9 -

Now, we must substitute the background, (25), into the linearized field

equations (14) and (15) , and use tha gauge conditions given in (24). Then

Eqs.(27) and (28) must be used to find the independent degrees of freedom in

each spin sector. First, ve list the linearized field equations. From,

(14), (15) and (25), one finds (we set m=l, from here on):

(-6-8) H^,

(-a- t v 6

(29)

(30)

(31)

(32)

~ \z, (33)

(34)

(35)

(36)

(37)

An important check on these equations is that they satisfy the source

constraints (27), modulo the gauge conditions, (28). Finally, the action,

(21), can be written as follows:

+ L .j^rf ex) £ * + i

(38)
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3.4 Harmonic Expansions: In order to obtain the source to source

amplitude, i.e., propagator sandwiched between physical sources, we must

solve for the fit ;ls in terms of the sources/1"™ (29)-(37) , and substitute

the result into t.he source Lagrangian, (38). A systematic way of doing this

is to exploit the symmetries of the background and to utilize harmonic

expansions on coset spaces, as explained by Salara and Strathdee [13]. Now,

the round S -background has the symmetry 0Sp!4,B). Ql9) The bosonic part of

this super-group is S0(3,2) x S0(8). Dealing with the spectrum problem

completely from the group theoretical point of view, we wish to describe the

particle spectrum by determining the S0(3,£) x S0(8) irreducible represen-

tations to which the particles belong. This method is unambigupus and it

bypasses the problem of defining mass in anti de Sitter space.

The Ads x S background can

be considered as a coset space S0(3,2) x S0(8) . To apply the method of
30(3,1) S0(7}

Ref. [l3J to our problem, it is essential to know the matrix elements (H.E.)

of SO(S) in S0(7) basis, and those of S0(3,2) in S0(3,l) basis.

Although the former M.E.'s are completely determined [ll] not much is

known about the latter. The situation is improved if uaa is made of the

maximal compact subgroup, S0(3) x S0(2), of 50(3,2), as a basis. Fronsdal

[20] has studied the . ' . positive energy representations of S0(3,2)

in that basis, where S0(3) generates the spatial rotations, and the S0(2),

the rotations in the 0-5 plane in AdS space. These representations are

labelled by E ; the lowest eigenvalue of M.,_,(the energy operator
0 — Oo

generating the S0(2) transformations) ,and s , the highest eigenvalue of
0

M (the spatial rotation in z-direction) when the eigenvalue of M is

V
At this stage, we are led to consider the possibility of ana.lytica.l-

4
ly cofttlnuing AdS to S , where harmonic analysis is relatively more

straightforward. This consideration is suggested by the fact that the

representations of S0(5) can "be labelled iri a

way very similar to labelling of 50(3,2) representations. Namely, an-

S0(5) irreducible representations can be characterized by the highest

weight (n1, n ), i.e. two integers n and n , where n is the highest

- 11 -

value of M , which again generates S0(2) transformation;; (but this time

as a subgroup of S0(b)).and n the highest, eigenvalue of M ( the

S0(3) rotation in z-direction). when the eigenvalue of H in n

Moreover, the C&simir eigenvalues of SO(3,2) and SOC5) are []l,2l].

S o 13,1") Cj. = (39)

*1̂  + 1 (1*0)

Thus, comparison of the representation labels, as well as the

Casimir eigenvalues, suggest that in continuing from S back to

AdS, the identifications

= 5 (41)

must be made. In Ref.[7] , as an example, we discussed the precise relation-

ship between tha scalar eigenfunctions of S0(3,2) and S0(5) which

supported these identifications.
4

The analytic continuation of AdS to S must be made in a way

consistent with the field equations. From Eqs. (12.a) and (12.b), we find

that the scalar curvature of spacetitne and S must be opposite in sign.

Consequently, we must continue x , i=l,2,3, to ix , so as to get the

signature

(42)

- 12 -



Thus, everywhere in field, source, and gauge equations, we make the following

continuations;

According to Gel'fand and Zetlin [ll], the representation (46) contains the

representation (45), provided that

•x- • < ( >, vi t ^ (47.a)

(43) (47.b)

As a result of this

D

(44)

and similarly for the sources. Note that, the Riemann tensors, (25.a,b),

remain unchanged. The consequences of this continuation for the fermions

will be discussed in some detail -in Sec. 4.4.

We can now perform harmxiic expensicnS on S x S = _ = S0(5) x 50(8) _

H 30(4) S0(7)

According to the general procedure [12,13], firatthe H-eontent of a given field

must be fixed. Then, one expands this field in terms of those G-representa-

tions which contain (i.e. branch Into} the fixed H-representation. The highest

weight labelling as opposed to Dynkin labels, is more convenient for this

purpose. Let the highest weight of an H-representation be

H ,V, b,) (45)

Similarly, let the highest. weight of a G-representation be

'-; t- f, - M'i( (46)

The simplest example is a scalar field, for instance M. Since, it is a

singlet of S0(4) x S0(7), the G_irreps. labelled by (n OKlOOO) where

will contribute to the harmonic expansion of M. Explicitly,

{ ' I
(48)

where d's are the dimensionalities of the relevant irreps., L and L are

the coset representative elements [13] . 0.°° (L~ ) is the (n 0) •represen-

— 1 ^ \
tation of L , with 0 indicating the "null" row"'and p = 1,2,...,d

x ((ooo)

labelling the column. Representation matrices (functions) D is to

be interpreted similarly. H are the x and y independent
pq

coefficients. Another example is

V; (49)

where the zeros in the highest weights, x, y, and the volume factor have been

sippressed for convenience. In (49), we have used the fact that the

s t a t e \v^ ± > has the S0(4) content (1 + 1) , and the s t a t e [t>O has

the S0(7) content (1 0 0) . We have also used Eqs . (45)- (47) .

All the remaining f ie lds can be expanded in a s imi lar fashion. In

Table I , the H-content of the f i e lds defined in Eq.(26), and the G-

content of the expansion coefficients are listed. All these expansions must now be

•) By "nul l" row, we mean a s i n g l e t . Thus, DQ p(L ) can also be wri t ten as

[p"J> , where ^0 denotes the s i n g l e t .

- 13 -
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inserted to the source, gauge and field equations, given in Eqs.(27), {28)

and (29)-(37), respectively. Consequently, Eqs.(27) and (28) give relations

among the harmonic components of sources and fields, while the field

equations (29)-(37) become algebraical, provided that we use the Laplacian

4 7
gradient, divergence and curl formulae on S x S , which can be expressed

in terms of H-invariant tensors and the matrix elements. These formulae
4

are derived in Appendices A and B. The results for S can be summarized

as follows.

(n)

(»<ll)

f-il)

-S J

- ^ t ^

(50.a)

(50.b)

(50.c)

(50.d)

(50.e)

= o

'V
(-L|)

( « • >

(50. f)

(50.g)

(50.h)

(50.i)

(50.j)

(50.k)

(50,1)

(n)

Similar results for S are:

I /

<f-<)(ttf)

_ . '-do

(50.m)

(51.a)

(51.b)

(51.c)

(51.d)

(51.e)

(51.f)

(51.g)

(51.h)

(51.1)

(51.j)

(51.k)

(51.1)

(51.m)

I



rflli-l)

- sjj

-' ir(i+J)^ V * V1

(51.n)

(51.o)

(A) The Gauge conditions: Substituting the harmonic expansions into the

gauge conditions given in (28), and using (50), (51), one obtainB relations

among various expansion coefficients. A straightforward calculation yields

= O (S2.a)

(52.b)

H - ?K = a (52.C)

(52.d)

" 0
<S2.e,f)

(52.g)

V<iMr,+:n/ -
(52.h)

(B) Source Constraints: Similarly, the source constraints given in (27),

give the following relations;

- 17 -

T(h) - (53.a)

~ 0 (53.b)

(53.c)

= o (53.d)

TCL) = o , = ° (53.e,f)

(53.e

= 0 (53.h)

Finally, the harmonic expansions must be substituted into the

linearized field equations, given in (29)-(37). Furthermore, the harmonical-

ly analysed gauge and source conditions, (52) and (53), must be used to

determine the full bosonic spectrum. Altogether, there are ten distinct

representations of S0(5) x S0(8) which appear in the field equations.

Seven of these are physical, while, three of them; (n)(Jtl), (nl)(<ll), (nl)(-l)

are unphysical. We now discuss separately these representations .

3.5 The Physical Spectrum: In the physical sector we find the, graviton (n2)(?),

two vectors (n l ) ( t l ) , (n l ) ( 411), four scalars (n)(^ll±l), (n)(<2) and

(n)({). We now exhibit the structure of these sectors.

(A) (n2)(j) sector:

Only BJJLV contributes to this sector. :From (29), (44), (51) and

(52) it easily follows that

-f £n- ^ ) f « + 3 + l^ ti = T C H ) (54)

- IS -



Substituting this to the action, (36), one finds the sandwiched propagator
*")

(H- i)C"+3+ I)
T(H)

(55)

Note that, (55) is invariant under n- i -n-3. Of course, neither H nor

T(H) of this sector, appear in the gauge or source conditions. From (55),

we see that the poles in the n-plane are at n = -. According to U»

earlier discussion of the analytical continuation; n—> -n - E .

Therefore, E = 3 + ^ as the lowest energy of the positive energy represen-

tation of Fronsdal, which can be denoted by

C56.a}

We emphasize that, E and s determine completely an S0(3,2) irreducible

representation, and.thus, one need not refer to mass at all for the

characterization of a particle in AdS space. Nevertheless, Fronsdal [22]

T»»8 ohovnthat the representations D(E ,s ) in which E = s + 1 are

special, in the sense that the field equations for those representations

possess, a Kind of gauge invariance. We shall call the representations

D ( S Q + 1, sQ) oaesless, and D(E , s ) with E > e + 1 massive, in that

sense. Thus, the spin-Z tower, t56.a) c a n b e written as

Ui

where we have generalized Fronsdal's rotation D(E ,s ), by including the

S0(8) content of the representation as a superscript.

. (B) (np(fcll) sector:

X*«B contributes here, and from (36),(44), (51) and (52) we easily

deduce

(57.a)

Henceforth the integration : vill be suppressed.

- 19 -

which upon substitution to (38) gives

JL JlY) !
9 £ 1

(57.b)

By analytical continuation, n • - n= E , we find the massive tower

© D (56)

Note that there are no massless vectors in this sector because the lowest

state in the tower is D (5/2,1), and thus the lowest energy of this

state, 5/2, is different from 2.

(C) (nl)(ll) Sector:

From Table I we see that and contribute to

this sector. On the other hand, from (52.g) and (53.g), we have Y=O=J(Y).

Therefore, we need only consider Eqs.(31) and (35), for K^^ and X^yji ,

respectively. Recalling Eq,(44), and substituting the harmonic expansions

into (31) and (35), and using (51) and (52), we find

I6TW)
(59)

From (49), it should ne noted that both

expansion coefficient X

pq
for X. Now,{K,Xi is to be solved in terms of (T,J), from (59), and be

and X « ^ have the same

This is why in (59) there is one entry

substituted into the action, (38), continued ik la (44). After some algebra

we obtain

- 20 -



Vn+/' T -t- H ]/n-fi X

By analytical continuation n—* -n=E , we see that the poles are at

(60)

i H J H 0 s is the
(1100)

28 dimensional representation D (2,1) which corresponds to the mass-

less vectors. In order that all massless representations corresponds to the

zero value of some universal label K , we can shift •?—*^+l in E ,and let 0 . Hence, E = | + 2 ' •t*0' a n d w e h a v e t h e t ower which

Contains, the massless vectors,
I

7
T t *f/n+i

12H-+ 3

(61)

In Feonsdal's notation,

(62)

E 1, represents the lowest energies of a massive tower.E = ̂ — ,

These states must be obtainable from the graviton states labelled as

(•I 0 0 0 ), by double action of the supercharge which itself is in the

{%%%%) representation of S0{8). From the results of Appendix C

it follows that

UU) (63)

f 2)
This suggests that, in interpreting E , we can shift ^^> J£ -1 to obtain

E = - + 4, with A ̂  2. Accordingly, from (60)results the massive

vector tower,

(64)

- 21 -

In Fronsdal's notation

(65)

(D) (n)(l2) Sector:

This sector is diagonal, since only Lj_ contributes. Thus, from

(32), (44), (51) and (52) we obtain,

( 6 6 )

Solving for L, and substituting into (38), we have

1°' = ±- TCD- (67)

3 [
Hence, by continuation n — i - n = E = - + J ( 1 we immediately obtain the

massive scalar tower,

© D (68)

(E) (n)(l 1 1 1) sector:

Only Z ^ . contributes to this sector. Prom (37), (44), (51) and

(52) we find

2 =

Solving for Z, and inserting the result into (38), we get

1<X\ --L T(2)

(69)

I (70)

The physiscal pole is at -n= E = ̂ -|— ,?^1. Since E Q j* 1,2, this is a

massive tower. This tower can be deduced from quadruple action of the

- 22 -



supercharge on the graviton state. Using Appendix Cpne finds

(7D

On the R.H.S. (8-1,1,1,1) is found. Hence, we can shift I —»£ -1 to

obtain the scalar massive tover,

J72) , (72)

which, in Fronsdal's notation can be expressed as

S (73)

(F) (n|(fu -1) sector:

Again, only Zjftv contributes. From (37), (44), (51) and (52) we

obtain

(74)

From this, and (38) it follows that

•>, I
(75)

Noting Eq.(71), it is appropriate to rewrite (75) as

= | + 2. For { =0, we have EQ=2,

(76)

The physical poles are at -n = E Q = |

corresponding to the 35 massless scalara in the representation (111-1).

In Fronsdal's notation, the scalar tower of this sector can be written as

8 (77)

(G) (n)(?) Sector:

This sector is the most complicated one. From table I "We see that

Hut'* M> KM<V> L> N a n d ^/*- contribute to this sector. However, the source

conditions, {53.a,b), show that the equations of motions for two of these

variables are linearly dependent on the rest. Therefore, we choose to

disregard H and L, and thus to work with M, N, K and W. To simplify

the calculation Eqs.(30),(31),(32) and (34) can be rewritten as follows:

(78.a)

V - (78.b)

(K)

(78.0)

In obtaining (78.c), we have used the gauge condition (28.a). Let us now

insert the harmonic expansions into (78), and use the notation

= 0. S h (79)

In this notation, after carrying out the continuation summarized in (43)

and (44), one obtains

- 24 -



\ I /I

Generically, writing this equation as A Q)= J we find that

(ei)

In terms of n and X. , the roots arising from the first two factors turn

out to be unphysical (see discussion below {84)). Factorizing the remaining

terms, (SI) can be written as

Lj(B_ U^_ *t£)(ni. (±11 (82)

Analytical continuation, n

(1) i (1) Jf+12
E 0 = 2 ' E 0 = — 2 ~

E implies that the physical roots are

T h i S c a l c u l a t i o n i s valid for 2, since some

of the expansions which went into the mass matrix are valid only for \ > 1 .

Therefore the $, =0,1 case must be treated separately (see discussion

below (84)). As for 2 ease, we see that E = 1 for A. -2,

(2) 0+12
corresponding to the 35 massless scalars, while E = — represents a

massive scalar tower. Eq.(71) suggests that we shift %-* (+2 to interprete

this tower as part of a supermultiplet. Thus, E - gives

0 (1,0 © U f I + 'J °) (83)

while E = r gives the representations

(84)

The K =2,3 cases of (84) are examined separately below, and they are shown

- 25 -

to be physical.

In summary, we have found one graviton tower, (56); three vector

towers, (58), (62), (65); and five scalar towers, (68), (73), (77), (83) and

(84). The S0(3,2)xS0(8) content of these towers is listed in Table II.

We conclude this section by a brief discussion of the unphysical

poles that appear in (81), and the analysis of (78) for the case of £.=0,1.

To show that the poles in the n-plane corresponding to a-b+12=O and

a-b-24=0 are unphysical, we must calculate the sandwiched propagator and

show that at these poles the residue vanishes. Let us use the notation

(K)).

(85)

I(I = (M, N,VA;A, V / ^ K - A ) and JT= (2T(M) 21(N)

Then. (80) reads: A (|) = J, from which

<WtA

where A is the transposed cofactor of matrix A. On the other, hand,using

the gauge and source conditions of the (n)(t) sector, (52.a,b) and (53.a,b)

in favour of <)> and J, in the action formula, (38), one obtains

(86)

where B i s a 4 x 4 matrix, which upon harmonic expansions becanes a finctLon

of a = 4n(n+3) and b = 1(11+6), in a way not too d i f fe ren t from A, given

in (80) . Subs t i tu t ing (85) in to (86) we get

( e 7 )

Therefore, the residue matrix is B ft • W e have explicity checked that

T
B A = 0 , for a-b+12 = 0 and a-b-24 = 0. Hence, the poles in the n-plane

corresponding to these two equations are indeed unphysical.

Let us now consider the * =0 case in (78). We observe that for

fc =0,7**^ Kji^.= 0 (see the seventh equation in (51>). This simply means

that the fourth row and fourth column in the matrix A must be deleted.

The determinant of the resulting 3x3 matrix, A , iB found to be
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det A = 4a(a-24)(n-3)(n+6)( where we recall, a=4n(n+3). Calculating the

T
analogue of Eq.f' 1 for X^-0T and examining the residue matrix B ,& , we

have shown that B t\ = 0 for a=0 and a-24 =0, and nonvan:; s.itnjS for

- n = E = 6. ; follows that the singlet scalar corresponding to £= 2 of

Eq. (34) must be included in the physical spectrum.

Finally, we turn to the H -1 case. Since L^- does not contribute

for £=1, Eq,{28.b) shows that

and N, but instead

in (78) to eliminate

KH*. is no longer independent of M

2VA M + j ^ N , Using this equation

K w e obtain the analogue of Eq, (80} in the form:

A 4 = J , where A is 3x3 matrix, and § = (H, N.T^W^, ). We find that

det Ai = 4(a-31)(a+5)(n- -)(n+ - ) . Calculating the analogues• of (86) for /* 1

(2) T '
we get I = J B A • Thus the residue matrix is 8 H . We have explicitly

T
checked that B .A =0, for a-31 - 0, and a+5 = 0, bu1; non-vanishing for

-n = E = -j- . Therefore we conclude that the &= 3 case of (84) is

physical.

All in all, we have shown that the (,= -2, -1 cases of (83) are

unphysical, while the £.= 3.4 cases of (84) are physical, and no other new

states arise in the physical spectrum.

3.6 The Unphysical Sector: In this section, we shall briefly describe

the remaining three sectors: (n) ( .fll), <n)(g;) and (ni)(-?). (See Table I)

We shall see that they are unphyaical.

(A) Sector: Table I shows that and Z contribute,

while (52.h) shows that V and Z are not independent. Thus, we may

consider only Y, for example. From (36), (44), (51) and (52) one finds

(88)

Substituting the result for Y into the action, (38) and recalling the

gauge and source conditions, (52.h) and (53.h),one easily finds

7(Y) (89)
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Clearly, this sector does not propagate, since there are no poles in the

n-plane.

(B) (n)(ljL) sector : From Table I, we read off that Knj, L^.and /̂*ot p,

contribute to this sector. However, from (52.e,f) we see that Y=0, and

K is related to L. Choosing to work with K, analogues of the few steps

which led to (89) now yield

(90)

Hence, this sector is non-propagating.

(C) (njj((.) Sector: Table I reveals that H^, K^j., W^, and X^,VtJ

contribute to this sector, while (52.c,d) shows two relations among these

variables. Let us work with H and W, since it is more convenient to

eliminate K and X, for they are multiplied by a function of Z , but not

n, thus making the search for n-poles, less complicated. From (29) and

(34), with the help of (51) and (52) we find

['i(«H)(*+i)

TU)

(91)

Employing Eqs. (52.c,d) and (53.e,d), recalling (44), the action for

this sector can be calculated from (38). The result is

/ - i Wtt)

7
(92)

Comparison of (92) with (91) immediately gives the result
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which shows that this sector does not propagate.

This concludes our complete derivation of the bosonic spectrum.

The result is summarized below Eq.(B4), and shown in Table III.

4. FERMIONIC SECTOR

In this section we will follow a parallel of the previous section.

Our task is somewhat easier here, because less number of S0(5) x S0{8)

representations occur- Furthermore the fermionic background is vanishing.

Question of analytical continuation is discussed in Section 4.3.

4.1 The Linearized Field Equations, Source and Gauge Conditions: Let

%i d e n o* e the fermionic fluctuations about the vanishing fermionic

background. Coupling an external source J as follows
M

tuii W (( = — 1 T T^, (94)

from (ll.c) and (3} we obtain

where

( 9 6 )

The V -natrices commute with this covariant derivative. Eq.(95) can be

conveniently rewritten as

(97)
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The action quadratic in fluctuations can be written as

(98)

This action is invariant under the background supersymmetry transformation

given by (Jj^ = 0):

A ~ (99)

provided that

»|--Bl»
= 0 (ioo)

This gauge invariance allows us to impose a gauge condition on "f , which we

choose to be the harmonic gauge

(101)

4- 2 The 4+7 Split: A convenient representation of V-matrices is

(102)

Now, for the purposes of harmonic analysis, we decompose the fields into

their irreducible parts:

X
(103)

vT
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The sources are decomposed similarly

(104)

The factors 4±i*5 a r e introduced to eliminate the Y factors appearing

in the field , gauge and source equations.

In terms of this notation, the gauge condition, (101), reads

e - o (105)

while the source condition, (100), becomes:

= 0
(106)

For the purposes of the next section, the field equations, (97) -must also

be written in terms of the fields defined in (103). The result is:

U06.a)

doe.b)

jr" (106.d)

We have explicitly checked that these equations satisfy the source constraint

given in (106), modulo the gauge condition (105). Finally, we rewrite the

action, (98), as follows:

(107)
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4,3 Harmonic Expansions: The spinor fields which must be expanded in

terms of S0(3,2) x S0(8) harmonics are *7 ,^ , X.- The field 8 is not
v r i.

an independent spinor due to the gauge condition, (105). ^ , A and X.

carry irreducible representations of the tangent space group S0(3,l) x S0(7)

and they are Majorana spinors. For example,

X r1 (108)

where a=l,...,8, refers to the eight dimensional spinor representation of

S0(7) and the E0C3,l) spinor index is suppressed. C( 4)
 i s t n e

charge conjugation matrix in four dimensions, and A = i X a v . For the

four dimensional "^-matrices we adopt Wess-Bagger's [23] conventions

(except for y ):

<rr
(109)

where

(110)

For the S0(7) Y -matrices we choose

(111)

In terms of the Weyl projections (dropping the index a for brevity in

notation)

'At , i dt *s) A, (112)

can be written as

(113)
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The Maiorana condition now reads

(3-14)

which™eans that, \ t- and \ . are not independent. They transform under

SL(2,c) and 3L(2,c), respectively. In Van der Uaerden notation.

(115)

Upon analytical continuation from AdS to S , the tangent space

group becomes SO(4)«SU(2) x SU<2). In that case, we shall take A ^ and

A to be spinors transforming under independent groups SU{Z) and SU(2)

[24]. The fields defined in (103) will then have the H= S0(4) x S0(7)

content which is listed in Table II. The G = S0(5) x 50(8) representations

vhich vill contribute to the harmonic expansions are determined by the Gel'fand

Zetlin branching rules and they are also given in the same Table. Simplest

example of an expansion is:

where summation of the terms with ±!i is understood. Another example is

(117)

harmonic expansions of dotted and undotted spinors,"for example, of A ̂  and

"X* . This is due to the fact that X obeys the Majorana condition, (108).
+

This is analogous to the situation in the expansion of X̂ ;. v a. - There,

x*. Vd a n d x»v=l n a d the same expansion coefficients, X , because the

AdS counterparts of X ̂  v ^ are related to each other: X/A.uoC= (X̂ . u a, ) ,

although their Euclideanized versions do not obey this relation.

In view of Eq.{43.a), the y-algebra must also be modified as follows;

Ji,t,5
(118)

Consequently,

(119)

(120)

In the harmonic analysis of the field equations,

(lO6), . formulae for the action of Dirac operator and the divergence

operator on various representation functions are needed. The required formulae are

derived in Appendix B. The results can be summarized as follows:

(121.a)

-t»i*i>

± f

It should be emphasized that the same expansion coefficient appears in the

(121.b)

(121.c)

(121.d)
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+i-/(»'i){«+l) ))-

For S , we find analogous results:

J'UM)

(121.e)

(122.a)

(122.t)

(122.c)

(122.a)

(122.e)

In eq.(121), + denotes the Weyl projections. For example, the first

equation in (121) means the following:

(123)

= 0

= • +

where

* r * ^ ' '< ' "r^r // £<S (124)

For further definitions and conventions, see Wess and Bagger [23].

The Source Constraint: Using the formulae given above, and noting that the

r r
analytical continuation, ~$ * i ^ , implies: J(9) —* iJ(6), the source

condition, (106), can be put in the following form:

-+ (125)
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For •!(< = )5, the second and the fourth terms drop out.

4,4 The Physical Spectrum: From table II, we see that there are three

distinct representations: (n | H * % V, + %) - the gravitino-, (n ^)t?| ̂  + >£)

and (n 3j)(JSLJ$ J£ ± J0. The first two sectors are diagonal, the third will

involve a 3x3 mass matrix, which turnsout to have only one physical eigen-

value. We now proceed to describe in some detail each one of these three

s ectors.

(A) {n g)(£ X % * %) Sector: From Table I, it is clear that only yrdk , rft.

contribute to this sector. Moreover, in (106.a), neither V + A n o r V t W

contribute. Thus, thanks to the formulae (121) and (122), the result for

the field equation is simple:

(126)

Solving for "? and substituting into the action, (107),one obtains

I"1- ̂ (127)

where (+> refer to

Table IV)

+ ^ ) . As before, we now observe that (aee

Accordingly Cl2T) can te vwitten as the sum of the following two terms:

(129.a)

:-> (129.b)
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From (129.a), in Fronsdal's notation, we obtain the following tower'.

f-I
(130)

where the first term represents the octet of massless gravitini with lowest

energy E = - , and the second term refers to a massive spin-3/2 tower.

The interpretation of (129,b) is more subtle. The usual rule,

n — * -n = E , for the analytical continuation gives negative E . However,

since we are dealing with fermions, just as in the Poincare case the sign

of the fermion mass is unobservable, in AdS case the sign of the lowest

energy E is unobservable. Moreover, the fermion field equations are

invariant under

(131)

modulo a physically irrelevant phase factor . Therefore, the pole at

-n

- + - . Hence, in Fronsdal's notation, {129.b) implies the following

massive spin-3/2 tower.'

E = - | -
n

must be equivalent to the pole at -E n+
3 = 1 +

2 1
2 > -L (132)

(B) (n %)($. | % + %) Sector: This sector is diagonal, since only| % +

contributes {See Table IV). In (106.b), V.X t
 a n d V,Q d o n o t contribute,

and the rest, with the help of (121)and (l22^reduces to the following form

(133)

Solving for X and substituting it into the action, (107), yields

*/ This invariance ho.lds exactly for the bosonic field equations. In fact,

this invariance is manifest in all the bosonic propagators obtained in Sec.3-

i (134)

These states must be contained in the triple action of the supercharge on

the graviton state (see Table IV):

(135)

t

These products can ~be obtained from the results of Appendix C. .g^. (135),suggests the

shift >(, —S K, ± % in (134), prior to interpretation. As a result one finds,

(+>

(136.a)

(136.b)

Eq. (136.TD) implies the massive spln-l/2 tower,

(137)

To interpret (136.a), we use the invariance (131). Then, according to the

arguments given in the previous section, (136.a) yields the lowest energy

£ 5
p + 5 ' w n i c n implies the massive spin-5^ tower:

« = t

(138)

(C) (n %)(b% % + Y2 ) Sector: <qd , X ̂  and ^^ (IJ* X*,A*) contribute

to this sector, and there is a mixing among these fields. To simplify the

calculation we use the gauge condition, (105), to eliminate 9, and further-

more we differentiate J (») and J.(x) to obtain

r I i
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(139.a)

i:^-J ) v,̂ ; _ tj (139.b)

(139.c)

Analytical continuation, and use of (121) and (122) in (139) gives

V

I (140)

where, for the purposes of this section we have defined,

(141)

The signs (±) in (140) refer to the S0(6) content {H% % + 55). Writing

Eq.(140) generically as ATf = iJ, one finds

The b = 7/2 case, i.e. the I = j£ must be treated separately. The poles

corresponding to a ± b - % = 0 turn out to be unphysical. More on this

later. The third factor in (142) gives two poles: for (S % % %), -n = E
+ L

= _ | + |. Eq.(i35) tells us

( + )

+ ~ , and for (.*, % % - % ) , - n_

that it is appropriate to shift Z-* % t 3/2 for a supermultiplet

Einterpretation. Consequently E gives a massive tower,

- 39 -

(143)

To interpret E - , we use the invariance (131) to obtain
4

)L/ —^ % + 3/2 one obtains

(144)

where the first term is the 56 dimensional massless spin- % representation

while the second term represents a massive spin- X tower.

Finally, the & = 2 case in (143), and the A = -1 case in (144)

remains to be investigated. We have found that the \t>- 2 case in (143) is

physical, but the S. = -l case in (144) is not. Briefly the proof goes as

follows. The £ = 2 case in (143) corresponds to b = 7/2 in (142), for

which det A = 0. In fact, in the source constraint, (125.a), the J(6) term

vanishes for this case. This means that J(e) can no longer be eliminated

in terms of the other sources, though J(X) still can. Therefore, recalling

also that 9 . x does not contribute for 4 *• % , we must consider the

2x2 mixing given by

(145)

Here, we have used Eqs.(106.a),(106.d) and (105), and inserted the special
g

value of I = %. Writing (145) as A ^ = J , we find det AQ = -(a -4)x

(a + 8). As usual, by calculating the residue matrix B />. (see the

discussion leading to Eq.(87)), we find that it is non-vanis"iing only for

the a = -8 pole, i.e. the pole at - n = E = y . This is precisely the

lowest energy value corresponding to SL = 2 in (143). Therefore the range

of JL must be from 2 to o^ in (143).

For the $ = -1 case in (144), 7 r ^ and ^ are the appropriate

variables. Thus, one simply deletes the second row and column in Eq. (140).
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The determinant of the resulting 2x2 matrix for the {% V-, % -%) represen-

tation is easily found to be - 9(a + 3), which implies a pole at -n = E = 3 .

In fact, this corresponds to the pole at a + b - >£ = Q for b = 7/2.

T
(See Eq.(142>). We find that the residue matrix B & is vanishing at the

T
pole E =3- Finally, we have also checked that the residue matrix B A

corresponding to the ( 1 Vz V2 + Yz) representations, vanishes at the pole

implied by a + b - Y2 =0. In this last case, A is calculated from (140),

and B from the substitution of the source constraint (125.a) into the

action, (107). (see the discussion leading to Eq.(87)),

This concludes our derivation of the complete fermionic spectrum.

In summary, we have found two gravitino towers, (130), (132); and four

spin- % towers, (137), (138), (143) and (144). The complete spectrum is

exhibited in Table III.

5. COMMENTS

The complete spectrum which is exhibited in Table III has certain

properties which deserve some comments. First of all, the Fermi and Bose

degrees of freedom match for each value of H . A less trivial property

is the sum sule [j]

=• D
(146)

(J)
where J is the spin, E is the corresponding lowest energy (see table

III) and d is the S0(8) dimension. Recently it was shown [25,26]

that when the sum extends over all energies one still obtains zero. This

shows the vanishing of the total vacuum energy at the one-loop level.

Inspection of the last two columns reveal the following nev relation

which holds for any representation in fc'th supermultiplet:

= \ (147)

The eigenvalues of the second order Casimir operators acting on a state with

- 41 -

S0(3,?) content (E ,3) and with SO(B) highest, weight ( i. $• &
0 1 c o

-•-e given by [22, ll]

(148)

(149)

It appears that the L.H.S. of £q.(147) is not the Casimir of the superalgebya

0Sp(S,4) , since the latter in a certain normalization convention is given

by C CS0(3,2fl - C [S0(8)] + C*P Q£ <3a . where C**f is the 4x4 anti-
a

symmetric charge conjugation matrix, and Qi , a = 1,...,8 are the

supercharges [27,28]. To calculate the eigenvalue of the 0Sp(8,4) Casimir,

the eigenvalues of QQ, acting on a state with S0(3,2) x E0(8) labels

(E so){Jl.... 1) must be computed.

Another interesting feature of the spectrum is that it does not

accomodate the singleton multiplet [21, 29] of OSp(8,4) [15]. This

multiplet consists of scalar field in the (1 0 0 0) representation of S0(8)

i.e. I = -1 in Eq. (83); and a spinor field with {% % % -%) S0{8)

content, i.e. £ =-1 in Eq.(144). The fact that this multiplet is

unphysical follows from the arguments given at the end of Sec. 5 (see the

discussion of the pole corresponding to a+5 = 0), and at the end of Sec.

4.4, (see the discussion of the S, ~ -1 case in Eq.(144)). Singletons have

several remarkable properties among which the fact that their direct product

decomposes into infinitely many massless and arbitrarily high spin

representations of the AdS group [30]. This naturally leads to the

consideration of the two-particle bound states QjcQ . Such a scheme can be

regarded as a special kind of preon theory. In ref.[15] we have shown

that for N>1 no supersymmetric self-interactions of singletons exists.

However, in principle they may interact with other fields such as gravity.

In fact, it is conceivable that they couple only in a special Kaluza-Klein

supergravity theory. It would be interesting to see whether Kaluza-Klein

theories indeed solve the problem of singleton interactions.

Finally, we wish to remark that the method employed in this paper
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in studying the spectrum problem is very general and systematic: it is not

restricted to supersymmetric theories nor to the AdS case. Tn the AdS case,

the lowest energy labels are found directly from the poles in the propagator.

This is to be contrasted with the method of Ref. [S] which relies on

supersymmetry. Another virtue of our method is that it relies entirely on

the knowledge of the matrix elements (or functions) of the isometry group,

about which, in most cases a great deal of information is readily available

in the literature. For instance, the exact form of the ansatz for various

mass eigenstates are merely combinations of the representation functions,

and those combinations can be systematically deduced from the Gel'fand-

Zetlin embedding condition (see Eq.(47)) and from the determination of the

eigenvectors of the mass matrices given in the text. Although Only the '

mass eigenvalues are exhibited here ,the eigenvectors can he easily deduced from our

results. It should also be noted that -the poles in the n-plane, n being

the leading highestt weight if an R0(5) representation, remarkably always

turned out to be integers or half-integers. Analytical continuation back

to AdS space then gave lowest energiesvhich were (half) Integers. Although

for an S0(5) representation n is necessarily (half) integer,the lowest

energy E need not be so. Therefore, it appears that our method of

analytical continuation would apply to other cases such as the squashed

seven sphere compactification £31], where the poles in the n-plane need not

be (half) integers.
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APPENDIX A

S0(5) 4
In this appendix we shall discuss the harmonic expansions on — , — — - S ,

the connection between the Gel'fand-Zetlin basis and the tensor basis, and

derive the formula,; collected in Eqs. (50) and (121). To be£in, the S0(5)

algebra is

j -- (A.I)

where 5 =-Q , a = 1.....5 are anti-hermitian. Any irreducible representation
ab ba

of S0(5) can be characterized by a Gel'fand Zetlin pattern (jl] as follows

(A.2)

All the entries are integers or half-integers and satisfy the conditions

^.>, j >, <H«. , j >, U | (A.It)

The meaning of these numbers is the following [32,1 lj . First of all,(n n )

is the highest weight (H.W.) which characterizes the irreducible representation

of S0(5). Accordingly, n is the maximum possible eigenvalue of Q in S0(5),

and n is the maximum possible eigenvalue of when the eigenvalue of Q
12

is n , in S0(5). The numbers in the next row, i.e. (ram), characterize one

of the possible irreducible representations of S0(4) contained in a specific

representation of S0{5), and so on.

The dimension of an S0(5) representation with H.W. (n n ) is (33J

(A.5)

and the second order Casimir eigenvalues are [33]
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(A.6)

The relation between the highest weight (n,"- ' a n d t h e Dynkin labelE

is [331

0., - »,- (A.7)

Analogous formulae fopan S0(4) representation with H.W. (^

C v N ^ t ] -- ^ ( " M + I ) t <*v (A.8)

We now turn to the derivation of Eq. (50). The basic formula is [l3|

V^ L (=O - - 2*n (>> L (x) (A.9)

4 4
where Vu. is the covariant derivative on S , 2m is the inverse radius of S ,

and Q̂ u-are the S0{5)/S0{4) coset generators;

(A.10)

From (A.9}, acting once more with covariant derivative, after some algebra

one obtains

^.V, L~' (A.11)

It follows that [12]

- 1*5 "

D""L = ^
(A.12)

(A.13)

where the Casimirs are given in (A.6) and (A.8). Eqs. (50a~d) follow from the

•application of (A.12).

Let us now derive (5O.e). Using (A.9} we find (m = 1)

<*)

(A.14)

For the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of D0>p, see Tselow Ba . fW) . . On thft ^a^ l s gf

ttiYariance of thg matrix element, only U ' L w i l l Tae nam-v«nlshing
W u.,v

and given l)y

o> = (A.15)

where 06 is a number to be determined. ' T O d o t h i S ) o n e n e eds to know the matrix

elements of S0(5). From Hef.ll we find that

I o
a

JlCHtJ) (A.26)

The connection between the tensorial basis and the Gel'fand-Zetlin

basis oh the other hand can be made a,s follows:

I
{A.17)
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From Eqs. (15-17) it then follows that

£\ \ (?>, 1 O>
Therefore,' (A.15) becomes:

s^. (A.18)

Inserting this result into Eq. (A.14) one finds,

o>
<•*)

k.19)

The use of Eq. {A.IB) easily leads also to the divergence formula (50.g). To

derive (50.i) we observe that

)

(A.20)

Because of the S0(4) invariance one writes

The connection between the tensorial basis and the Gel'fand-Zetlin basis can

be made as follows:

v^ [ 1, O
1
I

(A.22)

Recalling that the Gel'fand Zetlin basis is always normalized to unity, in

(A.22) the tensorial basis states are correctly normalized provided that

f t
(A.23)

From (A.21) and (A.22) we now find

V

From Ref. [ll] one finds,

I a
I
t

y

(A.24)

(A.25)

(A.26)

In view of Eq. (A.24), (3 now is fixed,

r T (A.27)

With this value of A thanks to Eqs. (A.20) and (A.21), Eq..(50-D now easily

follows.

Derivation of (50.j) goes exactly in the same manner. The only difference

is that the relevant matrix element now reads [ll],

i

\

- -v« '
To derive Eq. (50.k), the following formula is needed,

I

G-Z basis and tensor basis are now related as

i

which are correctly normalized if

A 1

I i
i

I

(A.28)

( A" 2 9 }

(A.30)



i j <• =• * (A.31)

fhere are three independent states in | <p<j+ v,, since J£ £ u wpd y? <;[ = +• <^y. A>|.

Using (A.29) and (A.30) in conjuction one finds

ftl

I
I

This matrix element Is given In Ref. [.11 ],

(A.32)

(A.33)

From (A.32) and (A.33), ^ + is fixed,(A.20) can now easily be used to obtain

Eq. (50-k). It is important to note that with the normalizations given in

(A.23) and {A.31), one-has

\

(A.34)

(A.35)

These equations were used in the harmonic expansion of Eq. (38).

We now turn to the derivation of Eq. (121) which involves the spinor

representations of S0(5). Following the procedure described above one has to

determine the following matrix elements ;

( i '/»)

D^t^) = ch ̂ ^ (A.36)

where the hat on 9 has been dropped for notational simplicity (see Eq.(120));

O'"•=(-!, i'a), and . Note that _ 0 ; ^ 0,D 0 ; (j y

in Eqs. {A.35)-( A.38). Now our task is to determine c ] _ . C2> a n d C 3 ' T o b eS i n> l e t

us define a spinor basis as follows •

T, - V. i it

-n .

where n"2 = 1/2 or 3/2. Mdreover

\;"') (A.39)

and S a are normalized to one:

(A.40)

(Jo lon ")
From (A.36) it follows that

V,
.'tQ} has tieeii used,. On the other hand, from Ref. [ l l ]

(A.41)

(A.42)

From (A.39), (A.41) and (A.42) it follows thate =-l/4(n+3/2), and hence

(A.43)

Using this relation, it is easy to derive (121.a):

fi?f) .- c, f rf + f i-^ <5 )
(A.38)

(A.44)
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and F, obeying

To d e r i v e ( 1 2 1 . b ) , we d e f i n e t h e b a s i s ^ j , ^ o b e y i n g <J ^M Jv = 0 ,

= 0 ;

-5

> V
5 - V*

Since G-Z basis is normalized to one, we have

(A.45)

(A.46)

fj can tie conveniently expressed as follows,

Substituting this into (A.46) we find

(A.47)

U s i n g t h i s information in (A.36) one f inds

(A.48)

(A.49)

From (A.40) and (A.48); fl = \J4/3f. Thus, Ct9) now readsf

Recalling (A,39) and (A.1*5), and using the known matrix element [ll].

l/l

Vi

n Vt

(A.51)

- 5 1 -

1 . ( 5 0 ) t h e n y i e l d s c 2 = ( l / 2 ) ( r i - 1 / 2 ) ( u . + T ' 2 ) , a n d h e n c e

(A.

Insertion of this result into

r a')
yields Eq. (121.e).

To derive (121.b,c,d), we need to know the matrix element [ll]

-Ik (A.54)

Vi

Following the same steps as before, Eqs. (A.37), (A.45)-(A.48), and, (A.54)

lead to

(A.55)

With c being fixed, Eq. (A.37) then easily leads to Eqs. (121.b,c,d).
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APPENDIX B

This appendix is devoted to formulae needed for the derivation of

Eqs.<51) and (122). let <>„ « - Q ^ . (A,B = 1 8 ) denote the S0(8)

generators obeying the algebra

Sic.6?A 0 + I Tfl.rt (B.I)

Any irreducible representation of S0(5) can be characterized by a Gel'fand

Zetlin pattern [ll]

(B.2)

where all entries are integers or half-integers and they satisfy the

inequalities

* *' isi

\u\

u >••

(B.3)
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(S < 4 ft ) is the highest weight (H.W. ) of the representation, Ihus,
1 2 3 4

Jf is the highest possible eigenvalue of Q in S0(8), ̂  is the

highest possible eigenvalue of Q , when the eigenvalue of Q is /( ,

in S0(8), an* so on, up to *. which is the highest p0SSible eigenvalue
4

of 0 when the eigenvalue of Q ia £ , in S0(8), The irreducible
/o bo 3

representations of the subgroups in the chain are characterized similarly.

[32,11]. F o r instance, the second row in the pattern refers to the H.W.

of an irreducible representation of S0(7) contained in SO(S).

The dimension of an S0(8) representation with H.W. (£ $ & ji)

is C33]

The eigenvaluejof the second order Casimir operator are [32j

(B.5)

The relation between the H.W. ( Jf ? L i) and the Dynkln labels

(aia2a3a4> i S ^

(B.6)

Analogous set of formulae for an S0(7) representation with H.W. (m m m )

(B.7)
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Derivation of (51) and (122) proceeds as before. Recalling that

the inverse radius of S is m, the basic formula now reads

--*.#« L (B.8)

where v ^ is the covariant derivative on 3 , and Q . are the

S0(8)/S0(7) coset generators,

Consequently ,

(B.9)

— "v1- t ) L (B.10)

Eqs.(SO.a-e) follow easily from (B.10), (B-7) and (B.5). Derivation of

Eqs.(50.f-p) involves the manipulations of the kind illustrated in (A.14)

and (A.20). The matrix elements which arise in Eqs. (5O.f-p) can be

parametrized as follows;

(I)
CB.ll)

(B.12)

(B.13)

(B.14)

(B.15)

fflK'ff-Jls-

(B.16)

I n these parametrizationsthe sO(7) invariance has been used. The coefficients

b ....^b depend on t , and they are to be determined. All S0{8) matrix
1 6

elements are known, and they have been given in >Cfxranc[-Zetlin basis Q-lJ-

To make use of these results all one has to do is to make a connection

between the Gel'fand-Zetlin basis and the tensor basis. The S0(7) singlet,

which will be denoted by (Cf> corresponds to

(B.17)

where dots refer to zeros which will be suppressed from here on for

simplicity in notation. JTjie S0(7) vector basis \p~p has seven elements.

For instance, |7> corresponds to

(B.18)

Note that (1 0 0) is the H.W. of an SO(7) vector. In a similar fashion, by

noting the transformation properties of a fixed component of a tensor basis

under the subgroup chains (i.e. S0(7)D S0(6)"3 S0(5)s S0(4>3 S 0 ( 3 ) T 50(2) );

the following correspondencas between the tensor basis and the 6-Z basis

can be made:
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L O O

1 0 0

(B.19)

where the dots, we recall, refer to zeros, and X. in the last pattern can

be zero or + 1. Note, for example, that the form of the last relation in

(B.19) is due to the fact that |Q.23]> or | [456Jj> transform as scalars

under S0(2) and E0(3), as vectors under S0(4) and as second rank anti-

symmetric tensors under S0(5). As for S0(6), one can form the self-dual

and anti-self dual combinations which correspond to the S0(6) H.W.

(1 1 ± 1).

From (B.11-16) and (B.19) it now follows that

I o u (B.20)

Qt
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(B.22)

/ \° - -

(B.23)

I o

(B.24)

\ v

I I i l

I I
[ o

0
b

(B.25)

where ? is zero or + 1 and antisymmetrization in |123> and |456>

4

is understood. The last equalities above follow from the knowledge of the

matrix elements of Q „ given in ref. Q-lJ. Substitution of the values of
7o

tj t) into (B.11)-(B.16) , and manipulations similar to those given

1' 6

in Eqs. (A.14), {A.15) and (A.20), straighforwardly lead to Eqs.(51.f)-

(51.p). Consider, for example (61.m):



(B.26)

The derivation of (122) involves essentially similar techniques.

Let y,, i=l 7 obey the S0(7) Cljfford algebra

(B.27)

The matrix elements which occur in (122) can then be parametrized as follows:

(B.28)

£*>>= u (B.29)

where Q = Q± , X = % or 3/2 . depend in

(B.30)

and

they are to be determined. Note also that Y Di,', »o= Di,[ 7f^ , and

^ Di = 0, with spinorial indices suppressed.

The S0(8) matrix elements listed above are known in G-Z basis. To

fix V — V' , a connection must be made with spinorial basis. A fixed

component of an S0{8) representation containing 8 spinor of S0(7) can be

made to correspond to a spinor basis as follows:
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- Ix
(B.31)

where X
4

be 1 + :

%, and since G-'Z basis is always normalized to one, so must

(B.32)

In particular note that the + % in the S0(6) row signifies the following

where J 7 = -i

it follows that

. and 1. From (B.28), (B.32) and (B.33)

From.the formulae given in Ref. [ll] , on the other hand:

= ti
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where dots refer to Jj'a which will be suppressed when there is no

ambiguity, Thus, from (B.29), (B.3I+.J and (B.35) it follows that

V = i(J?+3)/7 . In particular, Vx = i/2" for K = %., and thus

"A.B
(Qi) = ; J , as it should be. To determine V and V* , a

relation between the G-Z basis and the spinor basis for 48 of S0{7) is

established as follows:

Vt

(B.36I

where -t - + 1/2 or 3/2, and
4 —

Consequently,

0. G-Z basis is normalized to one.

H is convenient to express T .

(B.37)

:*-*T*Th) ft (B.38)

where

± =
(B.39)

From {B.37.K (B.38) and (B,39) it follows that

(BJ40)
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Using these results in Eq. (B,29) after some algetra one finds

(B.M)

From Ref. p.1] on the other hand, we find

(B.lt2)

Comparison with. { B J * D fixes V . Finally, fixing of

follows: from (B.30) an^ (B.39);

Eoes as

f (B.1.3)

In the last line the fact that ^ = ̂ 7/6 f̂ has been used. This follows

from "|T"| =i t and Eq. (B.
140'. Comparison of (B.41) with the result [ll]

fixes V , Substituting the values of v^ , V 2 and ^ 3 into EqS.

(B.28)-(B.3O), and manipulations similar to the ones shown in Eq.(B.26)
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then easily giveSrise to the results listed in Eqs.(122.a)-(122.e). for

example, (122.b) can be derived as follows:

_ f?> ( ( i n )

where Eqs. (B.29), (B.^l) and (B>2) have been used.
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APPENDIX C

In this appendix we list the decomposition of the S0(8) tensor

products which have been used in the text. They can be derived by using

the generalized Young table technique of Ref.[34].. The results are;

«•»o x CUU W I -

(C.4)

i , 1 , 1 , ± 1

(C.5)

^ ±4 )

( C . 6 )

+ Ho o o) i

5



(C.7)

( /-H, 0,0,0) + (-*,(, I,-!

(C.8)

(C.9)
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TABLF T

Fields

B

N

V
v+

H = S0(4)xS0(7)

Content

(20)(000)

(00)(000)

(10)(100)

(00X200)

(00)(000)

(10)(000)

(11X100)

(1-1)(100)

(10X110)

( 0 0 ) ( l l l )

G = S0(5)xSO(8) Content

of Expansion Coeff.

( n 2 ) a ) , ( n l X J l ) , ( n ) ( e )

(nXi )

( n l ) ( £ l ) , ( n l ) U ) , ( n ) U D , ( n ) ( ^ )

( n ) ( 2 2 ) t ( n ) ( £ l ) , ( n ) ( £ )

{n)(&)

(nl)(£),(n)(&)

(nl)(£l),(nl)(£.)

(nl)(£l),(nl)(fi,)

(nl)(ill),(nl)(£l),(n)(£ll),(n)^l)

(n){£lll),(n)(fill-l).(n)(i>ll)

Restrictions

n > 2 I J 0

n ^ 0 Z>yO

n > l 1>A

n>0 £> 2

n̂ -O ^>0

nj.1 A>0

n>l Jt>l

n^l £>1

n»0 £,>!

The G and H highest weights of the expansion coefficients which appear in the

harmonic expansion of the fields listed in the first column, and defined in

Eq. (26) in the text. The zeros in the G-highest weights are suppressed for

brevity in notation.
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TABLE II

Fields

V

H = S0(4)xS0(7)

Content

<§.§><£§§>

H
j 

CM

H
i 

CM

H
i 

CM

H
i 

CM

H
| 

CM

G = S0(5)xS0(8) Content

of Expansion Coeff.

3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

u ii

Restrictions

i i

The G and H highest weights of the expansion coefficients which appear in the

harmonic expansion of the fields listen in the first column, and defined in

Eqs. (103), (115) in the text.

CM

CO
ID

•s

f
•v

CO
CO t-4

I +

CO f ^

3
IS

ITJl CM f > l CM

+ +
CkH CM

CO| CM cn| CM

O

H
I

o

O

H o
o
CM

1

H i CM

I

O

o

H | CM HTCM

H | CM

H i CM

mi CM

i - 4 | CM
1

H|*CM

CO|*CM

H | CM

1 | CVJ
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TABLE IV

• p

CO

I

CO

i

cvT

CO

0s-

" ^ ^

o
o"
o

o
o

I

o
cv
o

nj
o
o

o
o

H|OJ

H|"CM

toTcM
H i CM

©

cJ
O

CM

O

O
O

CM

J5
-P

<U

PJ

II

a
g

o

>,

I

o
o

*
ô
CM

+

o
+>
o

•8

O +J
o a
o HJ

•^— (U

a o J = 2

1 3

ft

ffj

£!

•S
r - l

H>

"Hi
H

ar
e

9
CO
- 3 -

m

-P OJ

$ I

ft J. =t

ep
t

u
X
n
m

•3
ga

1
<u

>3
«

to

th
e

u
o

1
o

o
oo
o

a
•AVi

4

0)
A

•d
3

+J

I>

O CO

11
»H CM

4) O
^ tn

1 ^
a u
£ *»
(U

J) C

g °

j = o

+ i 2 i - i)
2 ' 2 ' 2 ' + 2

\
1 , 1 , 1 + 1) (£200)

Supersymmetry transformations of the physical states. The supercharge carries

the ( ) representation of SO{8). There is a triality group, z , with 6

elements which can act on this diagram. In three of the transformed diagrams

the supercharge is in the vectorial representation of S0(8), namely, in

(1000).
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